
CBMW Autumn Programme 2018
Wednesday 3

rd
 October  to Wednesday 30

th
 January 2019

Chair's statement 

Welcome to our Autumn 2018 walking season.

We have tried to produce a programme that covers and caters for all levels of ability and interest. 

This is only possible of course due to the efforts of those who offer to lead walks, and the people who then 
have the unenviable task of collating the information and producing the programme.

Technology has made it much easier now to volunteer to lead a walk.  There are established walks which are 
available on our website.  The description of all of these walks can be found on our website walksinspain.org.

If you are apprehensive about leading please talk to other leaders, all of whom I know can be of help to you.

New leaders this season are: Allan Green and Marc Jennes.

This season’s donation to funds has been reduced to 1 euro.  The reason for this is a reduction in our website 
costs and an increase in the number of walkers. We review our financial position annually.  Details are 
published alongside the minutes of all leaders meetings on the website.

Thank you to all Leaders, our “Admin” team,  social events organisers and trip organisers, all of which gives so 
much pleasure and enjoyment to a very large number of people. 

Let’s ensure we remain an informal group of friends who meet and enjoy our wonderful mountains. 

I hope you enjoy walking with us this season. 

CAROL 
CHAIR

We have a Facebook Group page open to anyone who walks with us. You must  already have a Facebook account to join 
the group. See our website (Contact Us) for details of how to apply to join the group.
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ROUTE GRADES
Ѧ  - Walks marked with Ѧ  are on iconic mountains

The mountains in the Costa Blanca region are rugged and the paths are often rough with numerous hazards to cause tripping, loose 
stones and thick undergrowth. Care is needed at all times. Walkers should assess their ability to complete the walks taking into 
account the following walk gradings:-
E - Easy: A walk of up to 4½ hours on good surfaced tracks and less than 200metres ascent.

M - Moderate: up to 12km, less than 400 metres ascent and less than 50% rough going.
MS - Moderately Strenuous: Up to 600 metres ascent and/or no more than 15 km with some rough going taken at a reasonable 
pace.
S  - Strenuous: More than 600 ascent metres and/or more than 15km with steep, loose or heavily vegetated sections. 

VS  - Very Strenuous: More than 800 metres ascent and/or more than 20km with steep, loose or heavily vegetated sections. 

X - Experienced walkers routes: Routes which require considerable stamina and/or significant scrambling skills on rough, steep 
or exposed sections.
Scr - Scrambling: This implies the need for handholds to ascend steep rock pitches with a sense of exposure to vertigo and where 
a slip could lead to a serious accident.
A - All good tracks
B -Less than half the route on rough ground
C - More than half the route on rough ground

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITIES

We have a short list of Conventions – published in the Info section of the website - which act as guidelines and hopefully are an aid 
to walkers and leaders alike. Everyone is required to read these Conventions as a condition for walking with us and for downloading 
each season's programme. A summary of the main points of these is shown below. 

1, Arrive at the meeting place in good time. Walks depart promptly at 10:00 unless otherwise noted.
2. Do not leave valuables in your car.
3. Always wear strong-soled shoes or boots suitable for mountain walking.
4. Take a packed lunch and/or other energy snacks and plenty of water, especially in hot weather.
5. Always carry your own first aid kit.
6. Carry adequate clothing and always waterproofs as the weather in the mountains can change quickly. Remember that there is 
always the possibility of having to remain on the  mountain during the night in an emergency.
7. Stay in contact with the people ahead of you and behind you particularly at junctions and if too large a gap opens up signal to the 
leader for a stop so that the gap can be closed.
8. Whilst every effort is made to ensure accuracy, the time duration stated for each walk will always depend on the fitness and ability 
of the walkers and also the conditions on the day of the walk.
9. Take all rubbish home with you including orange and banana skins.
10. Do not pick fruit.
11. When not in use walking poles  should be carried with the points facing forwards and down.
12. If a dog is brought along the owner should ensure that the walk is one where dogs are allowed and at all times keep the dog on 
a lead and firmly under control
13. In times of bad weather walkers should phone the leader if in doubt about whether the walk will go ahead.
14. If individuals intend to leave the group during a walk they should inform the leader and ensure that their names are removed 
from the leader's book.
15. Everyone who walks with us is expected to make an annual contribution towards the cost of our websites.

INSURANCE

We recommend that individuals who walk with us take out insurance cover for rescue and medical costs in case of accident on our 
mountain walks. Those who live here can take out extra insurance via  www.femecv.com (in Spanish) or  www.aacuk.org.uk (in 
English). If you are just visiting the area for a holiday you should check that your travel insurance covers is sufficient -  if not then 
take out extra cover! 

WEATHER

A walk leader may terminate a walk at his/her discretion at any time. During times of persistent bad weather the walk leader will 
endeavour to ascertain the latest accurate weather conditions predicted in the area of the walk and if the latest information is 
extreme, or if it has rained (or snowed) excessively during the previous night, the walk leader is not obliged to go to the start of the 
walk. In times of bad weather please telephone the walk leader if you are in doubt.

Website to check weather forecast   www.aemet.es
AND FINALLY

Remember to check Stop Press on the website for information on any unavoidable changes to walks and new walks added to the 
programme. 
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Date Route / Leaders/ Phone Meeting Point / Route Description /Link to Walksinspain (where 

available) 

Wed Parcent Alcalali  Circuit  (Start 
and End of Season) 

8 km

3 Oct Mike and Jackie Broadley 3   hrs

96 648 2693 100 m
628 404 020
No dogs 11:00 Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.

Wed Col de Rates from Parcent 11 km

3 Oct Rob & Pauline Chalmers 3½ hrs
96 502 0712 435 m
645 082 381
Dogs on lead at all times https://tinyurl.com/nx7ykbh

Wed Ѧ Carrascal de Parcent Ridge 
Circuit Ѧ 

14½ km

3 Oct Andy Marsh 5½ hrs
863 m

679 060 732 
Dogs on lead at all times 09:30 http://tinyurl.com/ly6o6sp

Sat Lliber Meander 8 km

6 Oct David & Teresa Brain 2 ½  hrs
96 502 0432 150 m
+44 7921 010 142
Dogs on lead at all times Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.

Sat La Costera de Llorer and 
Masserot dels Triscannes

14 km

6 Oct Sue Bonser 4½ hrs

+44 7837 990 687 380 m

No Dogs Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.
Sat Granadella extended 14 km

6 Oct Brian Sear 5 hrs

400 m

634 369 693 

No dogs Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.

All walks start at 10 am unless otherwise indicated.
Shading denotes a lunch option. 

Meeting Point descriptions start with town nearest to start followed by Latitude then Longitude (decimalised)  of the 
meeting point (where known). Whilst every effort is made to ensure accuracy the time stated for each walk will always 
depend on the fitness and ability of the walkers, and the conditions on the day of the walk. 

Stats/Grade/ 

Start time

 Please remember that there is always the possibility that the weather at this time of year will still be hot for walking. Ensure that 

you are fully prepared for the walks by choosing the correct level of walk for your ability and the weather conditions and that you 

take with you the correct amount of fluids and sun protection. 

Parcent. 38.737902, -0.074662 Note different start time.  Bar/Restaurante 
Piscina. From Parcent take CV715 (Rates to Tarbena road) for about 1 km. 
Car park on right.

Gentle walk to start or end  the season with lunch to follow (optional). 
E/A

Parcent. 38.737902 -0.074662   Bar/Restaurante Piscina. From Parcent 
take CV715 (Rates to Tarbena road) for about 1 km. Car park on right.

Beautiful views from top.
MS/A

Parcent. 38.737902 -0.074662  Note different start time. Bar/Restaurante 
Piscina. From Parcent take CV715 (Rates to Tarbena road) for about 1 km. 
Car park on right.
Walk will set off earlier to allow those who want a stiff walk to get back for 
lunch. VS/C

Lliber. 38.743023, 0.00611. Lliber square next to church. Lliber. Village is 
in  Jalon Valley on CV 750  between Senija and Jalon 

A circular stroll around Lliber, almost all good tracks. Optional lunch
E/A

Jalon. 38.708034, -0.040419 From Jalon find the CV749 and follow this 
steadily uphill around all of its twists and turns to pass a large restaurant 
on the LHS and soon after some gravel parking on the RHS beside the 6km 
marker.
We first drop down into the valley, then up a barranco onto Costera del 
Lorrer. Then we swing round to traverse low down on the flank below 
Ferrer Ridge with lovely views down the valley as we make our way back to 
the cars.

MS

Benitachell. 38.724428, 0.169777, Hipica horse stables. Coming from Javea 
to Benitachell, at the traffic lights just past Mas y Mas take the left turn to 
Cumbre.  Follow the road all the way up the hill past the building on the 
RHS labelled 'Informacion'.  Shortly after this the road forks and is 
signposted to 'Hipica Bar', take this left fork.  Then keep left by some 
dustbins.  Take the next right and park.

Route goes via Llevant lookout, Granadella fort, cove, Granadella lookout, 
watchtower and Javea lookout. Great views along the coast N & S.  There 
is the possibility for those not wanting to do the ridge and the “chains” to 
take a shorter route to Granadella beach and have coffee while waiting for 
the main group to arrive via the longer route. However please advise the 
leader before the walk date by telephone if you want to take this option. It 
may not be possible to organise it on the day.

MS/B
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Date Route / Leaders/ Phone Meeting Point / Route Description /Link to Walksinspain (where 

available) 

Stats/Grade/ 

Start time

Wed Font de Panxa 8 km

10 Oct Martin Brain  3½ hrs
400 m

658 101 899 

Dogs on lead at all times 10:30 Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.

Wed Serra del Mirant 14 km

10 Oct Ralph Phipps 5 hrs
620 m

+44 7927 621 421
Dogs on lead at all times http://tinyurl.com/kkrpzna

Wed Miserat summit from 
Benirrama with interesting 
"off-piste" final ascent

12 km

10 Oct David Harbach 5 hrs
965977139 640 m
608304342

Dogs on a lead at all times http://tinyurl.com/nxkug9t

Sat Calpe Stroll 12 km
13 Oct Ralph Marshall 3 ½ hrs

+44 7808 926 213 150 m

No dogs 10:30 Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.
Sat Tossal Verd via Orbeta from 

Benidoleig
13 km

13 Oct Jo Fletcher 5 hrs

485 m
634 349 985

No dogs https://tinyurl.com/kr266s6
Sat El Penyot Gully and Barranc 

de Masseroff 
17 km

13 Oct Mary Gough 5½ hrs

96 583 5333 600 m
655 676 118

Dogs on lead at all times http://tinyurl.com/llcnn92
Wed Montgo west to the Iberian 

settlement 
9 km

17 Oct Peter Christofis 4  hrs
290 m

607 707 064

Dogs on a lead at all times Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.

Benichembla.  38.753949,-0.111884. Note different start time.  Bar Bon 
Aire,Benichembla on CV720 between Parcent and Castell de Castells

This walk starts and ends with the Benichembla Stroll route but climbs 
rather than falls halfway to give splendid views, taken at an easy pace – 
although  we do  go 'off piste' for a short steep climb.  Lunch after in Pa i 
Vidre (closed Wednesday).

M/B

Benirrama. 38.830598,-0.196348 Take CV700 from Pego, direction Planes 
and turn left to village at km 46.5. Turn right as you enter the village to 
parking area. 
Walk down through lanes to cross the main road and across a barranco. 
Now ascend on a good mozarabic trail to eventually reach a broad track 
which we follow along the flank of Serra del Mirant. After a lunch stop we 
descend on a path back to Beniali and  thence using country roads back to 
Benirrama. Excellent views back to the Forada ridge. 

S/B

Benirrama. 38.83043 -0.19669 Follow the CV700 from Pego  up the 
Gallinara valley past Adsubia. Reach a turning on the L (CV170) to 
Benirrama which you take to the village. Bear R/ahead on the  village 
street to a more open area where you park.

The walk is on well defined paths, tracks and a small amount on quiet 
country roads. The views from the summit are STUNNING and the final 
stretch back to Benirrama is via an excellent Mozarabic track

S/B

Calpe. Note different start time. Meet outside Esmeralda Hotel in Calpe.

Walk along the paseo through to the old town to the Ermita and back.
E/A

Benidoleig. 38.792867, -0.028077 Enter Benidoleig using the CV 731 or 
CV733. At the roundabout in Benidoleig park close to the Bar Ballestra. 
There is parking around the bus stop and the area by the recycle bins. 
There is additional parking behind the newly built houses.

This is an old walk that has been recently re-opened.  The route starts in 
Benidoleig and  takes us above the village before navigating on good paths 
towards Orba. On reaching the area of Orbetta we gently climb to the ridge 
above the Orba valley and head back towards Benidoleig.  It is here that 
there are a couple of sections of overgrown path and therefore it could be 
a little scratchy.  You will be greeted by great views of the Orba valley and 
beyond along this hidden gem of a route.

MS/A

Jalon. 38.727445, –0.018527. Take the Jalon to  Bernia road, the CV749 
and at approx. 2km, park on the left. Take care coming from Jalon because 
you will need to cross the road on a bend.

Climb up a newly cut gully - across easy hills with extensive views of the 
surrounding mountains then return down an interesting barranco. S  

Jesus Pobre. 38.801992, 0.094628.Los Lagos. km 6 on CV735 between La 
Xara (near Denia) and Javea. Turn into Los Lagos, then immediately left 
and park.
A moderate ascent, then easy walking to the remains of an Iberian 
settlement with views over Denia and Jesus Pobre. Rough under foot at 
times

M/B
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Date Route / Leaders/ Phone Meeting Point / Route Description /Link to Walksinspain (where 

available) 

Stats/Grade/ 

Start time

Wed Benichembla Stroll 9 km

17 Oct Martin Brain  3 hrs
250 m

658 101 899 

Dogs on lead at all times 10:30 Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.
Wed Monte Castellet Short Circuit 9 km

17 Oct Richard Marsden 4¼ hrs
585 m

+44 7813 039 810. 

No dogs http://tinyurl.com/l4x56bw
Wed Serrella castle - extended. 13 km

17 Oct Andy Marsh 5 hrs

630 m
679 060 732 
No dogs https://tinyurl.com/ycmdjvy5

Sat Benidoleig, extending an old 
favourite

14 km

20 Oct Barry Carter 4½ hrs
+44 7977 019 170 370 m

No dogs http://tinyurl.com/z87jvaz
Sat Calpe Cliffs & Calas 11 km
20 Oct Ralph Marshall 4 hrs

+44 7808 926 213 350 m

No dogs Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.
Sat Loma Larga Circuit 

(extended)
14 km

20 Oct Jean Russell 5 hrs
96 583 6261 500 m
626 522 161
No dogs Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.

Sat Beniali Circuit to La Carrotxa 
via Pintures Rupestres

12 km

20 Oct Jo Fletcher 4 ½ hrs
600 m

634 349 985

Dogs on lead at all times http://tinyurl.com/hp7zvdw
Wed Les Rotes Circuit 11 km

24 Oct Fergus and Joan Fitzpatrick 4 hrs

150 m
Joan 678 937 258 Fergus 687 
618 172 

Dogs on Lead at all times Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.

Benichembla.  38.753949,-0.111884. Note different start time.  Bar Bon 
Aire, Benichembla on CV720 between Parcent and Castell de Castells

A gentle circular stroll around the basin below El Mirabo to Font de Alt.  
90% on sound tracks. Lunch at Bon Aire .M/B

Finestrat. 38.5962017,-0.2195298 , From the centere crossroads in 
Finestrat drive N to Font Moli. From here continue along the “main” 
surfaced road 3.4 km to a junction with a surfaced road going up R. This is 
the start and has parking for at least 4 cars. (N.B. More roads are being 
Varied walk almost all on forestry tracks with short riverbed stretch and 
one mozarabic path. Taken at a moderate pace. MS/A

Castell de Castells. 38.723848 -0.194751. Take the CV720 from Parcent 
and Benichembla to Castell de Castells. In the village, immediately opposite 
Hotel Serrella (on the RHS)  turn L.  After 20 m. turn L again into Calle Jose 
Antontio and them almost immediately L again down a ramp into the signed 
parking area.
A circular walk all on good paths and broad forestry tracks. Stunning views 
on a clear day especially from the castle.S/B

Benidoleig, 38.791365,-0.028697. Meet in the centre of the village near the 
school. From Ondara, take second exit from roundabout & then next right 
(one way).
The walk is an extension of Brian Angove’s walk, we continue further up 
the hill, bulls permitting, and on the way down we do a big loop round 
another hill. We take a windy track back down through the woods. Quite 
rough. 

M/A

Calpe. Meet outside Esmeralda Hotel in Calpe.

Some scrambling with lots of up & down steps, otherwise a pretty walk 
along the cliffs and calas between Calpe and Baladrar and back.M/A

Jalon. 38.730152,0.009657 Jalon Valley.  Km8 on the CV750, Benissa to 
Jalon road, opposite Restaurant Venta Roja, next to rubbish bins.

Circular route. Some vegetation. Great coast and country views.
MS/B

Beniali 38.821972, -0.220006  Follow the CV700 from Pego up the Gallinera 
valley and park in the car park on the LHS on the outskirts of the village as 
you enter.

A walk that explores the valley sides to gain good views of the Gallinera 
villages.  The walk starts with a short loop walk to take in the ancient cave 
paintings.#

MS/B

Denia 38.8338376, 0.1355065 Car park beside Bar Helios, Calle Fenix, Les 
Rotes. On the Denia to Javea coastal road CV736, pass the “Marina de 
Denia” on your left. A further 1.3km at next roundabout, take 2nd exit 
signposted Les Rotes. After 130m take first left signposted to Restaurant 
“El Farallo” onto Camino Badia. Continue to end of road to Bar Helios. Turn 
right and park.
A mix of promenade and track walk to Torre del Gerro and the “Abandoned 
Village”. Beautiful coastal and mountain views. Walk will be taken at an 
easy pace. 

M/A
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Date Route / Leaders/ Phone Meeting Point / Route Description /Link to Walksinspain (where 

available) 

Stats/Grade/ 

Start time

Wed Ѧ  Caballo Verde Ridge West 
to East  Ѧ 

11 km

24 Oct Ann Price
Angie Elliott

4½ hrs

  450 m
Ann  646 716 303
Angie 646 930 990
No dogs http://tinyurl.com/j77xo9d

Wed Bernia Tunnel 9 km
24 Oct Peter Greene 4 hrs

96 574 3454 420 m
620 319 797

Dogs on lead at all times http://tinyurl.com/kb56ofu
Wed Ѧ  Segaria Ridge from 

Benimeli Ѧ 
10 km

24 Oct Jon Lyons 5 hrs
96 283 9953 801 m
686 148 704

No dogs https://tinyurl.com/y8nyfgnh
Sat Lliber to Senija Cross 12 km

27 Oct David & Teresa Brain 4½ hrs
96 543 2020 384 m
+44 7921 010 142
Dogs on lead at all times Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.

Sat Castell de Castell Rural North 13 km

27 Oct Ralph Marshall 5 hrs
+44 7808 926 213 430 m

No dogs https://tinyurl.com/ya7f9wl9
Sat Malla de Llop circuit from 

Castell de Castells
17 km

27 Oct Mary Gough 6½ hrs

96 583 5333 1,200 m
655 676 118

Dogs on a lead at all times https://tinyurl.com/yaeaotb5 
Wed Calpe Coast. Optional lunch 

at end of walk
6 km

31 Oct David & Teresa Brain 2 hrs
96 502 0432 70 m
+44 7921 010 142

Dogs on lead at all times 10:30 Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.
Wed Penon d'Ifach summit

Optional Lunch at end of walk
4 km

31 Oct David & Teresa Brain 2 hrs
96 502 0432 350 m
+44 7921 010 142
Dogs on lead at all times 10:30 Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.

Benimaurell 38.773696 -0.127234 On entering village take first right (Blue 
P sign) and follow road around edge of village in the direction of Alahuar 
Hotel. Large car park (The only one on the village)  on right opposite Bar / 
Restaurante Jalisco
Circular route to the ridge before descending under Penyo Roig toward 
Fleix and back to Benimaurell.MS/B

Jalon.38.672201,-0.046091 On road between Pinos and Xalo/Jalon at km 
11.6 take spur to south. Park near Bernia Inn.
Route involves a crawl through a short, low cave to emerge on the south 
face of the Sierra Bernia with views over Altea, Benidorm and beyond. 
Return via the old fort. Rough tracks and some scree underfoot. Optional 
lunch at Peon De Penos restaurant. 

MS/B

Benimeli. 38.822265,-0.040738 C/Ecce Homo, Benimeli, this is the street 
nearest Negrals, one of the few leading into the village from the CV729 
Sagra-El Verger. 

After climbing up through the Calvario and a mozarabic path we get onto 
the bare mountain, with its scrambles and cliffhanging “paths”, Iberian 
ruins and many moorish ruins.  

VS/C/Scr

Lliber. 38.742896, 0.006127 Square next to church. Lliber village is in  
Jalon Valley on CV 750  between Senija and Jalon 

We take the higher paths from Lliber to above Senija and ascend to the 
Cross for lunch. Bring packed lunchM/B

Castell de Castells. 38.723848, -0.194751. Take the CV720 from Parcent 
and Benichembla to Castell de Castells. In the village, immediately opposite 
Hotel Serrella (on the RHS)  turn L.  After 20 m. turn L again into Calle Jose 
Antontio and them almost immediately L again down a ramp into the signed 
parking area.

Over and around rural tracks and paths yielding great views of the 
surrounding mountains without need to climb a peak.MS/B

Castell de Castells. 38.723848, -0.194751. Take the CV720 from Parcent 
and Benichembla to Castell de Castells. In the village, immediately opposite 
Hotel Serrella (on the RHS)  turn L.  After 20 m. turn L again into Calle Jose 
Antontio and them almost immediately L again down a ramp into the signed 
parking area.
New Walk - an alternate route up and along this mighty ridge , a tough 
ascent rewarded by spectacular views - an exhilarating and classic 
mountain walk

VS / C / Scr / X

Calpe. 38.639605,0.070054 Note different start time. Restaurant La Lonja, 
Calpe Port – near to fish market.

We will walk  initially to the visitors' centre at the start of the Penon walk. 
After a browse around we go back to the sea front and walk along the cost 
path to Fustera and return. All on good paths and taken at relaxed pace.

E/A

Calpe. 38.639605,0.070054 Note different start time. Restaurant La Lonja, 
Calpe Port – near to fish market.

We join the easy walk to the visitors centre then ascend the Penon to enjoy 
fabulous views. M/B/Scr
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Date Route / Leaders/ Phone Meeting Point / Route Description /Link to Walksinspain (where 

available) 

Stats/Grade/ 

Start time

Wed Penon de Mediodia 10 km

31 Oct Ralph Phipps 4 hrs
407 m

+44 7927 621 421

Dogs on a lead at all times http://tinyurl.com/ktf46wl
Wed Tarbena circuit to Font 

d'Olbis and Castell dels Moros
17 km

31 Oct Richard Marsden 6 hrs
870 m

+44 7813 039 810. 
No dogs https://tinyurl.com/mv2dxdu

Sat Smugglers' Cove of Cala 
Llebeig

297 km

3 Nov Brian Sear 4 hrs
300 m

634 369 693 

No dogs Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.
Sat Dos Fuentes 13 km

3 Nov Alan Jackson 5½ hrs
96 558 3637 590 m
  
No dogs https://tinyurl.com/jt2sw9o

Sat Around and about Castells 17 km
3 Nov Ann Price

Angie Elliott
5½ hrs

  520 m
Ann  646 716 303
Angie 646 930 990

No dogs http://tinyurl.com/zcaubhd
Wed Font Mata and Beyond 10 km

7 Nov David & Teresa Brain 3½ hrs
96 502 0432 269 m
+44 7921 010 142
No dogs Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.

Wed Cabo San Antonio & 
Watchtower

14 km

7 Nov Sue Gadd 4 ½ hrs
300 m

679 576 974
No dogs http://tinyurl.com/kxqprsy

Vall d'Ebo.  38.815386, -0.130259.  Summit of col between Pego and Vall 
d'Ebo on track side opposite windmill.

An easy way to reach the summit of the Mediodia ridge.  A Bob Stansfield 
route re-visited.. The walk along the forest road above the Ebo descends 
gently to the start of our ascent which is across an easy but steep open 
hillside.  Views from the summit are outstanding.  The descent  may be 
scratchy but the final return of 2km is on our outgoing slightly uphill track. 

MS/B

Tarbena 38.695027, - 0.103789 From CV715 Tarbena / Parcent road turn 
into car park  near childrens' play area in Tarbena

A circuit through the hills around Tarbena providing exquisite views and 
scenery all day. Considerable climb after lunch.VS/B

Moraira. L’Arnella.  38.703668, 0.144938 Take road from Moraira to El 
Portet for approx. 2 km. At El Manet sign turn left into Camino de la Viuda 
and carry on for approx.2 km. 
Route starts along a barranco to Cova Llebeig (smugglers' cove), along the 
undercliff, passing caves to the mirador above,  Playa de Moraig (Cumbre 
del Sol). Option to visit the rock formation at Cala Moraig - and returning 
along the same route. Some parts of the route, e.g. the barranco and the 
steep decent need care.

M/B

Benimaurell 38.773696 -0.127234 On entering village take first right (Blue 
P sign) and follow road around edge of village in the direction of Alahuar 
Hotel. Large car park (The only one in the village)  on right opposite Bar / 
Restaurante Jalisco

Most of the walk is on mozarabic trails.
MS/B

Benichembla. 38.750579, -0.158159. Bridge at 4.5 km past Benichembla on 
Castell de Castells road CV720.

A varied walk with all the hard work done before a late lunch stop. Mix of 
old and new trails, with a steep ascent out of Castells and then a fairly 
easy descent back to the cars along good tracks with some lovely views 
along the way. 

S/B

Benissa.38.729968, 0.055838, Just before the Benissa access to the 
motorway take the small slip road on the right and follow signs to the 
“cementerio” and meet there. There will be a very short drive to the start 
of the walk. 

This is a lovely walk with two very short but steep climbs that will be taken 
slowly but the reward is magnificent 360 deg viewsM/B

Javea Port.  38.796892,0.183279  Meet in public car park opposite fish 
market. 

Impressive coastal views. Lunch at watchtower.
MS/B
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Date Route / Leaders/ Phone Meeting Point / Route Description /Link to Walksinspain (where 

available) 

Stats/Grade/ 

Start time

Wed El Forat Negre (Fig Tree 
Walk)

11 km

7 Nov Martin Dunkley 4½ hrs
580 m

635 113 988 or 
+447966466175
No dogs https://tinyurl.com/yacnttkc

Wed Sierra Orxeta 16 km

7 Nov Mary Gough 5½ hrs

96 583 5333 860 m
655 676 118

Dogs on a lead at all times http://tinyurl.com/n8phupf
Sat Serra de Besa Circuit 12 km

10 Nov Colin Read 5 hrs
+44 7922 654 693 370 m
+44 7763 522 968

Dogs on Lead at all times https://tinyurl.com/yawmxsn4
Sat Castells Combo 19 km

10 Nov Andy Marsh 6 hrs
750 m

679 060 732 

680 060 732 Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.
Sat Pedreguer 5 Fonts 16 km
10 Nov Peter Greene 6 hrs

96 574 3454 500 m
620 319 797
No dogs http://tinyurl.com/mh8joot

Wed Castell d'Ambra circuit 11 km
14 Nov Fergus and Joan Fitzpatrick 4 hrs

390 m
Joan 678 937 258 Fergus 687 
618 172 

No dogs http://tinyurl.com/z5bczkr

Benigambla. 38.750603,-0.157757 On CV720 from Parcent towards Castell 
de Castells, just passed km.30, cross rio Jalon and park on far side of the 
bridge.
Long steady ascent to magnificent views.

MS/A

Finestrat 38.55549 ,  - 0.21773 CV767 direction Finestrat- at large 
roundabout  before Finestrat turn L on CV759 direction La Vila Joiosa, 
immediately before
Km.5 turn R on narrow surfaced road , follow for 2.3 kms and park on open 
ground at LHS near electricity pylon.

A long steep early ascent is rewarded by a new walk along one of the 
longest ridges of the Costa Blanca with extensive views of coast and 
mountains.

VS/B

Alcalali Lat: 38.75225, Long: -0.04141. From all directions. At the junction 
where the CV-750 from Jalon meets the & CV-720 Pedreguer to Parcent 
road. Small car park at junction & roadside parking opposite. 

Pleasant paths, tracks & lanes to & back from the base of Serra de Besa. 
Steeply up the flank of a barranco. Then up over the low laying ridge, 
which is a little rough & scratchy in places (summit optional add 25min). 
Doubling back along its northern flank through beautiful woodland. Quite a 
tough walk for its grade!

M/B

Castells de Castells. 38.723848, -0.194751 Take the CV720 from Parcent 
and Benichembla to Castells de Castells. In the village, immediately 
opposite Hotel Serella (on RHS) turn L. After 20m, turn L again into Calle 
Jose Antonio and then almost immediately L again down a ramp into the 
signed parking area.

A circular walk combining parts of Foyes Valley, Castells South & East 
Circuits and the foothills of Aixorta. A mixture of broad forestry tracks, 
marked paths, mozarabic paths and a few rough tracks. Walked at a 'brisk 
pace'

S/B

Pedreguer. 38.79072, 0.033728 Parking at Ermita Sant Blai. On CV720 
Alcalali to Pedreguer road at Tourist signs to Ermita at edge of village, turn 
into Avenida de Maria Lopez and  go to the far end of this road (over 
several  junctions) and turn right to park near Ermita beside open ground.

Good views. Steady climb/descent three times. Worth the effort.   
S/C

Pego 38.841749, -0.107133 . From El Vergel/N332 take the CV700 to Pego. 
Turn L at  the second traffic island (beside the Cooperativa) and park  
towards the end of the wide road before the cross roads.

Marked paths throughout. The route is initially through the lanes and 
orange groves of Pego to the Font del Baladrar and  then on further lanes 
before reaching tracks and paths which climb, a little steeply in parts to the 
Castell d'Ambra with magnificent views overlooking Pego and the 
surrounding countryside. The walk will be undertaken at a gentle pace.

M/B

S/B
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Date Route / Leaders/ Phone Meeting Point / Route Description /Link to Walksinspain (where 

available) 

Stats/Grade/ 

Start time

Wed Dry Waterfall Walk 12 km
14 Nov Annette & Tony Shaw 5 hrs

+44 7974 949 440 455 m

No dogs https://tinyurl.com/yd8wq9bc
Wed Ѧ Storming Castell d'Aixa Ѧ 15 km

14 Nov Geoff Cobb 6  hrs

750 m
657 259 656

No dogs http://tinyurl.com/m8djlo4
Wed Ѧ Forada Ridge circuit from 

Benissiva Ѧ 
16½ km

14 Nov Jon Lyons 6 hrs
96 283 9953 950 m
686 148 704
Dogs on lead at all times http://tinyurl.com/m3e2ngv

Sat El Somo from km7 12 km

17 Nov Andy Marsh 4 hrs
966432951 380 m
679060732
Dogs on a lead at all times Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.

Sat Montgo Denia X circuit from 
Los Lagos

10 km

17 Nov Brian Sear 5 hrs
606 m

634 369 693 

No dogs https://tinyurl.com/ybf4hekm

Lleus Plaza. 38.679402, 0.013518.  From Benissa along the N332 towards 
Calpe, turn right after the bridge with sign posted Casa de Maco 
restaurante, then follow signs to Lleus and La Brisa. At La Brisa take a 
sharp RH bend to Lleus Plaza. If coming from the Altea direction it is illegal 
to turn left at the bridge, therefore you will need to travel towards Bennisa 
and turn round when it is legal and return to the bridge.

Lleus to Tossel de Pinos via Barranc with waterfall scramble
MS/C/Scr

Pedreguer. 38.79072, 0.033728 Parking at Ermita Sant Blai. On CV720 
Alcalali to Pedreguer road at Tourist signs to Ermita at edge of village, turn 
into Avenida de Maria Lopez and  go to the far end of this road (over 
several  junctions) and turn right to park near Ermita beside open ground.

A splendid longer walk on well defined paths through attractive scenery. 
 Steep climb before lunch then enjoyable high level stroll back.  Great 
views especially after storming the castle 

S/B

Benissiva. 38.819540,-0.225273. Park behind Co-op in Benissiva (on right 
just as you enter the village) CV700 km 53.5 Pego to Planes road.

A classic walk of Bob’s. 
VS/C

Cazorla trip - 15th to 22nd November and 22nd to 29th November.  Trip full but there are always the possibilities of cancellations.  See 
website for details and please use the trip booking form on the website which you can find here - https://tinyurl.com/ydz37h9w - to 

express your interest.
Castell De Castells. 38.715545, -0.160783. Take the CV752 from Castells in 
the direction of Tarbena and turn R and park on a track at road sign KM7. 
If you prefer to be away from the main road continue along the track and 
park where appropriate.
A lovely circular walk with many stunning views

M/B

Jesus Pobre. 38.801992, 0.094628 .Los Lagos. km 6 on CV735 between La 
Xara (near Denia) and Javea. Turn into Los Lagos, then immediately left 
and park.
The walk starts from Los Largos where there is plenty of parking. A gentle 
ascent for 20 minutes through the wooded area behind Los Largos before 
reaching the gully. The gully is a steep climb of about 1 hour with sections 
of loose stones in places. Once at the top the walk continues with a gentle 
climb on good tracks. The final ascent becomes a little steeper on a very 
rocky path of the "pointy type” often experienced in this area. So sticks are 
a help. Spectacular views from the cross towards both Javea and Denia. 
Cameras a must. The descent initially follows the same rocky path down 
until it becomes a gentle descent on good paths. The final section is very 
scree like where again sticks would be a plus.Note this walk is very 
weather dependent as Montgó often has a “hat” even when the weather is 
good elsewhere. The walk may need to be modified if this is the case to 
miss the final ascent to the top. 

S/B
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Date Route / Leaders/ Phone Meeting Point / Route Description /Link to Walksinspain (where 

available) 

Stats/Grade/ 

Start time

Sat Castell de Castelles circuit to 
Arc de Xorquet

17 km

17 Nov Alan Jackson 5½ hrs
96 558 3637 675 m
  

No dogs https://tinyurl.com/y7qolsys
Sat Extended Water Houses 

walk, taking in Pinos, Marnes 
and Alt del Ample

19 km

17 Nov Nic and Neil Laws 6 hrs
800 m

+44 7925 033 484.

No dogs Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.
Wed North and South of Alcala de 

la Jovada
13 km

21 Nov Allan  Green 4 hrs
692 271 227 350 m

No dogs https://tinyurl.com/yar7kl6c
Wed Sella, Castell & Ruta del 

Aigua Extended
11 km

21 Nov Colin Read 5 hrs
+44 7922 654 693 500 m
+44 7763 522 968

Dogs on Lead at all times http://bit.ly/2KCgAls
Wed Lliber / Font D'Aixa / 

Muntanyet
16 km

21 Nov Nic and Neil Laws 5½ hrs
650 m

+44 7925 033 484.

No dogs Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.
Wed Ѧ  Monte Raya Ѧ 15 km
21 Nov Jon Lyons 5 hrs

96 283 9953 850 m
686 148 704

Dogs on lead at all times http://tinyurl.com/mxxtkog

Castell de Castells. 38.723848,-0.194751 Take the CV720 from Parcent and 
Benichembla to Castell de Castells. In the village, immediately opposite 
Hotel Serrella (on the RHS)  turn L.  After 20 m. turn L again into Calle Jose 
Antontio and then almost immediately L again down a ramp into the signed 
parking area.

A walk from Castell de Castells which takes you up to the Aixorta ridge but 
below the summit. You head in the direct of Tarbena before returning in an 
anti-clockwise direction, passing by the Arc de Xorquet. And then a gentle 
return back down into Castell de castells. Fantastic views of the coast and 
Cocoll along the way.

S/B

Jalon 38.731389,-0.012513 In Jalon take the cemetery road that runs 
between the petrol station and the Ferreteria, Cami del Cementeri. At the 
end go round a bend to the right and park immediately on the right.

Initially follow the water houses up a sometimes loose and exposed path 
and continue to the baths beside El Cao. From there we go towards Pinos, 
around to Marnes and then come back via Alt del Ample. Good views all 
around.

VS/ B

Alcala de la Jovada. 38.79408, -0.25385 From the Orba to Pego road near 
Pego take the CV712 signed to Vall d’Ebo. Continue past Vall d’Ebo to 
Alcada de la Jovada and park on edge of village near the swimming pool.

A shortened version of La Muntanya.
M/B

Sella Lat: 38.60922, Long: 0.26919. From south on CV-770 cross bridge & 
on hairpin bend at lower edge of village, turn R onto side road to car parks 
(signed) on R in about 200m. From north, as you leave village at hairpin 
turn L onto side road as above.

A climb up through the charming village to Castle & Ermita. Down to visit 
various fonts & water features. Via crossings of the Rio's Voltes, l'Arc & 
Sella. Through delightful countryside, up over a ridge via old mule trails. 
Mostly straightforward paths & tracks (some short stretches a little 
overgrown but not scratchy) a few short sections on quiet lanes. Lots of 
fine & varied views, around this stunning location. Easy for the grade, only 
the accumulated height qualifies it

MS/B

Lliber. Meet in public car park behind the medical centre / rastro car park 
off Carrer Colom which is off Carrer Sant Francesco

Start ascending well known mozarabic path behind Lliber, cutting across 
several ridges to descend near Font d'Aixa. Ascend again on re-opened 
mozarabic path, cutting across terraces and descending a steep valley to 
return to Lliber.  Mostly good paths but several sections of rocky paths and 
hunters' trails.

S/C

Tavernes de la Valldigna. 39.077017, -0.263007. North of Gandia. Turn 
right off the N332 at the BP petrol station onto the CV50 Alzira road. After 
the third roundabout turn right up C/Pintor Sorolla, signed Club de Tenis 
and park at the top of the hill. 
Climb up mozarabic path to ridge along it to summit, views across plain to 
Valencia, then down to forestry track and return down a spectacular 
mozarabic path to cars. 

VS/B/Scr
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Date Route / Leaders/ Phone Meeting Point / Route Description /Link to Walksinspain (where 

available) 

Stats/Grade/ 

Start time

Sat Iberian settlement via flank 
of Montgo

11 km

24 Nov Pat Moss 5 hrs
260 m

617 809 331

No dogs Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.
Sat Barrancos de la Canal and 

Cova extended anti-clockwise
8 km

24 Nov Anthony Clark 3 hrs
96 584 0145 450 m
609 655 672
Dogs on Lead at all times https://tinyurl.com/y9z8c4fy

Sat Segaria Circuit from Benimeli 13 km

24 Nov Geoff Cobb 5½ hrs
680 m

657 259 656
No dogs http://tinyurl.com/jvatocz

Sat Penyes Blanques 
Rollercoaster

13 km

24 Nov Colin Read 6 hrs

+44 7922 654 693 648 m
+44 7763 522 968

Dogs on Lead at all times http://bit.ly/2IPBY9h
Wed Javea La Plana from the Port 10 km

28 Nov John Price 4 hrs
96 579 1059 165 m

669 552 978
No Dogs

Wed Barranco Bitla and ridge and 
ruins of Santa Maira

10 km

28 Nov Mary Gough 5 hrs
96 583 5333 500 m
655 676 118

Dogs on a lead at all times
15 km

5½ hrs
550 m

Wed Sera de Besa, Barranco 
Negro and El Cami de la 
Pansa      

28 Nov Sue Bonser
+44 7837 990 687

Dogs on lead at all times

Jesus Pobre. Los Lagos at Km  6. CV735 Javea to Denia Rd

A walk through the woods followed by a steady ascent up a broad track 
with stops to take in the views ,then carefully  descend to banana break 
and on to the Iberian settlement and return on the lower flank back to our 
cars all at a gentle pace to take in the history and views.

M

Pego, 38.838379,-0.121313.Plaza del Metge Almela, above Pla de la Font, 
Paseo Cervantes Plaza.  

A good workout in remote scenery with fantastic craggy views.
MS/B

Benimeli.38.820284,-0.043302 Take CV729 to Benimeli. In centre of 
Benimeli turn off CV729 at brown sign “Pou de Baix”. Park near outdoor 
piscina.
A very pleasant walk around this rugged mountain  with an option to take 
in the lowest of the three peaks.S/B

Senija Lat: 38.729233, Long: 0.042244. From CV-745 at eastern end of 
village. Turn into Camino Balsa which by-passes centre. Park on road side 
near play area for small children which has sub station next to it & road 
crossing opposite.

Over rolling hills to the north to reach the Rio Gorgos. Heading back over a 
small hill. Then up tough steep slopes with awkward steps (which come late 
in the day) to Penyes Blanques summit & back along the undulating ridge 
to reach Senija Cross. Six tops in all on mainly good paths & tracks, though 
some are rugged. Through lovely varied countryside, with fine views.

S/B

Javea Port. 38.796892,0.183279 Meet in public car park opposite fish 
market.

From Javea Port we go up to the lighthouse then along La Plana to the 
windmills and back down to the Port.  A delightful coastal walk with some 
fine views.  E/A

Castell de Castells . 38.730916,  - 0.201783 . Immediately before entering 
village of Castell de Castells from direction of Benichembla turn sharp R 
downhill past old washhouse , continue and park near sheep farm and bin 
compound

New. - Scramble up an interesting barranco to visit a rocky cave /animal 
corral and return along a ridge with various ruins and some of the most 
spectacular views of mountain ranges and rock formations from a low level 
walk.

MS / Scr 

Jalon 38.744193,-0.017402. Car park under trees opposite Alleluya Bar at 
Information Office.
We make our way on good tracks up to Col De Rates. All downhill after 
our Picnic lunch via the Raisin Trail.
Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.S/B
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Date Route / Leaders/ Phone Meeting Point / Route Description /Link to Walksinspain (where 

available) 

Stats/Grade/ 

Start time

Wed Gata Rollercoaster 19½ km

28 Nov Nic and Neil Laws 6 hrs

1,150 m
+44 7925 033 484.

No dogs http://tinyurl.com/k6t6jrk
Sat Pedro Paseo from Ermita de 

San Juan
12 km

1 Dec Jean Russell 4½ hrs
96 583 6261 380 m
626 522 161

No dogs Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.
Sat Ѧ  La Muntanya Sud d’Alcala 

and part Forada Ridge Ѧ 
14½ km

1 Dec Carol Harbach 4½ hrs
96 597 7139 400 m
629 283 186

No dogs http://tinyurl.com/z3f5v25
Sat Fleix Geocentric 14 km
1 Dec Gordon Gleeson 5 hrs

966 482 103 680 m
635 281 284 

No dogs http://tinyurl.com/mfednqu
Sat Penya Mulero and More 18 km

1 Dec Mary Gough 6 hrs
96 583 5333 1,070 m
655 676 118

Dogs on a lead at all times http://tinyurl.com/k64vuu6
Wed Senija to Penyes Blanque 8 km

5 Dec Colin Read 4 hrs
+44 7922 654 694 390 m
+44 7763 522 969

Dogs on Lead at all times
Wed Sierra del Sireret from Alcala 

de la Jovada
16 km

5 Dec David Harbach 5 hrs
96 597 7139 525 m
608 304 342

Dogs on lead at all times http://tinyurl.com/jrjumpy

Gata. 38.770353, 0.088331 From Teulada direction, take first left after the 
viaduct into Carrer Sant Josep/Calle San Jose. Cross bridge and follow road 
around to right.  Park on right or left of road near allocated parking marked 
in red and childrens playground.

A long ascent from the start to the top of Soldettes ridge. From there 
several shorter ups and downs, bringing us back to Soldettes ridge to then 
take a little used path directly off the ridge to the east. A final, smaller 
ascent back to the town.

VS/C

Calpe. 38.64810, 0.05009. Calpe tennis club (coming into Calpe from the 
N332, turn left at the Mas y Mas  Centro Comercial roundabout and park by 
the tennis club or opposite).
Explore a little walked area of the countryside on the outskirts of Calpe. We 
meet at the Tennis Club and drive in convoy from there to the start the 
walk at the Ermita de la Cometa.Varied tracks and stunning views to the 
coast and mountains

M/B

Alcala de la Jovada. 38.79408, -0.25385. Park at edge of village near 
swimming pool. From the Orba to Pego road near Pego take the CV712 
signed to Vall d'Ebo. Continue past Vall d'Ebo to Alcala de la Jovada.

A lovely walk over wide tracks, a short section of road and marked paths. 
The walk visits a nevera, a landing strip and part of the Forada ridge with 
splendid views of the Gallinera valley

MS/B

Fleix. 38.778276 -0.110013. Park opposite the school in the new car park in 
Fleix on the  CV718.
From Fleix head thro the tunnel to Isbert's Dam then along the valley floor 
before climbing to Fontilles. After which we climb thro pleasant woodland 
and good paths past Font De Gel and continue upwards before swinging 
round to walk back down to Fleix.

S/B

Guadelest. 38.55565  - 0.19681CV70 Polop to Guadalest road, at Km. 33.5 
turn L at sign for Trestelledor Hotel, soon after turn L at next small 
junction, after approx. 200 mtrs. park at layby.
An interesting route up and over Mulero , through two beautiful valleys and 
the 
' silent Buddhist retreat ' and return via the ' passo de contadores. 
Spectacular views and some little visited paths.

VS/C

Senija Lat: 38.729233, Long 0.042244. From CV-745 at eastern end of 
village. Turn into Camino Balsa which by-passes centre. Park on road side 
near play area for small children, which has sub station next to it & road 
crossing opposite.

Over rolling hills to the north to gain and follow the ridge of Penyes 
Blanques to the summit. Returning via Senija Cross. Once out of the village 
the ascents though plentiful are never too steep. The views are varied and 
wide ranging.

M

Alcala  de la Jovada. 38.79408, -0.25385.  From the Orba to Pego road 
near Pego take the CV712 signed to Vall d’Ebo. Continue past Vall d’Ebo to 
Alcala de la Jovada and park on the furthest edge of village near the public 
swimming pool.

A circular walk mainly on wide tracks and clear paths. The route along the 
ridge, which is optional, is "off piste". MS/B
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Date Route / Leaders/ Phone Meeting Point / Route Description /Link to Walksinspain (where 

available) 

Stats/Grade/ 

Start time

Wed Ѧ Aitana, & Penya Mulero Ѧ 15 km

5 Dec Richard Marsden 5½ hrs
800 m

+44 7813 039 810.

No dogs https://tinyurl.com/yd87lwlh
Wed Ѧ Mediodia Summit – Puntal 

del Morrut Ѧ 
12 km

5 Dec Ralph Phipps 5½ hrs
765 m

+44 7927 621 421

Dogs on lead at all times http://tinyurl.com/k8alvot

Sat Lliber circuit from Val del Pop 
restaurant

10 km

8 Dec Peter Christofis 3 ½ hrs

262 m
606 707 064
Dogs on lead at all times https://tinyurl.com/y7q55hfs

Sat Lliber Tossal Gran Circuit 9 km
8 Dec Colin Read 5 hrs

+44 7922 654 693 550 m
+44 7763 522 968

Dogs on Lead at all times http://bit.ly/2x18zEL
Sat Penya Talai Summit 13 km
8 Dec Peter Greene 5½ hrs

96 574 3454 680 m
620 319 797
No dogs Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.

Wed Sendas of Pedregeur 7 km

12 Dec Christine Acton-Browne 4 hrs
96 648 0051 350 m

Dogs on Lead at all times Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.

Benifato. 38.657767,-0.241871 Partagat picnic area. Take Guadalest-Alcoy 
road. After Benimantell near to km 28, take road signed to Benifató. Go to 
edge of village where the the village name sign “Benifató” is and turn right. 
There is a sign Fuente Partagat on the wall. Follow this road to the fuente – 
a 10 minute steep climb.

A mixture of good paths. Good ridge walking with two shaley descents. 
Splendid views if a clear day on region’s highest peak. S/B/Scr

Tormos. 38.799124,-0.076498 Coming from the south (Orba) on the CV715 
at the outskirts of the village turn L (signposted to Costera del Moll) into 
Calle Pozo. Take the next L (Carrer Val de Llaguart) and then take the 2nd 
turn on the RHS just after the bins. Drive to the end opposite a plaza and 
turn L into Avenguda Joan Carles I. Drive a few hundred metres along this 
and park in the large car park on the LHS opposite the public piscina.

Initially up a mozarabic path towards some old caves with paintings (not 
visited) and then a steep, interesting hunter’s trail up to the ridge and then 
on to the highest summit of the Mediodia ridge. Return via some mozarabic 
paths. 

S/B

The Christmas Dinner will be on Thursday 6th December and once again it will be held at Hotel Ramis in Ondara. Details at 
http://cbmwalkers.org/christmas-party/  

Lliber. 38.744580, 0.018779 Val de Pop restaurant (now closed) , km 8.35, 
CV 748, Lliber to Gata road. From Lliber drive towards Senija, CV 745, and 
as you leave Lliber take the left turning CV 748 towards Gata, at Km 8.35, 
about 1 Km, there is a cross roads, turn left by the post boxes and basuras 
and park along this road (the restaurant car park may be open, 100m on 
the left)

We walk around the hillside, initially above Lliber, before descending to the 
river bed and returning via the “hidden valley”M/B

Lliber/Gata Lat: 38.757778, Long: 0.033698. At km 5.25 on Gata to Lliber 
CV-748 turn (N) onto Cami Font d'Aixa where there is an info board for rock
climbing (escalade). In 100m turn R, park on land beside ruined finca.

Some interesting geological features! Ascending the ridge from the E over 
Penyes Blanques & onto Tossal Gran. Back around to Penyes Negres via 
optional Cave & Hoyo. Return via ridge over El Penyot. The ridge crest is 
soon reached. Then there are wide ranging views virtually all the way. 
Some terrain is rough in places & some paths vague.

MS/C

Jalon 38.744193,-0.017402. Car park under trees opposite Alleluya Bar at 
Information Office.
Walk up Barranco Negro  to Rates summit for stunning views at lunch, then 
descending through the Vall de Pop back to Jalon S/B Scr

Pedreguer. 38.79072, 0.033728 Parking at Ermita Sant Blai. On CV720 
Alcalali to Pedreguer road at Tourist signs to Ermita at edge of village, turn 
into Avenida de Maria Lopez and  go to the far end of this road (over 
several  junctions) and turn right to park near Ermita beside open ground.

Scenic route climbing up above the Ermita. Mainly on small tracks. UPHILL 
SECTIONS WILL BE TAKEN SLOWLY WITH STOPSM
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Date Route / Leaders/ Phone Meeting Point / Route Description /Link to Walksinspain (where 

available) 

Stats/Grade/ 

Start time

Wed Ruta del Riberer  from 
Benissa

14 km

12 Dec Pat Moss 5 hrs
310 m

617 809 331

No dogs Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.
Wed Segaria from Benimeli 

(excluding summits or 
Aerials)

13 km

12 Dec Sue Bonser 5½ hrs
+44 7837 990 687 550 m

No Dogs Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.
Sat Vall de Ebo to the Pla Dels 

Corralets
10 km

15 Dec Jo Fletcher 4 hrs

323 m
634 349 985

Dogs on lead at all times https://tinyurl.com/ycyb7jlx 
Sat Ѧ  Murla Penya Roig long 

circuit Ѧ 
14 km

15 Dec Ralph Phipps 5½ hrs
670 m

+44 7927 621 421

No dogs http://tinyurl.com/n8966o3
Sat Carrasca ridge from 14 km
15 Dec Paul Elliott 5½ hrs

96 557 7453 850 m
679555081

No dogs http://tinyurl.com/hxa5546
Wed Benissa - Moli del quisi 10 km
19 Dec Barry Carter 3 hrs

+44 7977 019 170 260 m

Dogs on a lead at all times 10:30 Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.
Wed Beniali to Al Patro circuit via

Pintures Rupestres
Ralph Phipps

16 ½ km
19 Dec 6 hrs

770 m+44 7927 621 421

No dogs

Benissa Cemetery.38.729968, 0.055838, Turn right 300m before motorway 
ticket booths Benissa junction, careful not to go too far - no u turns 
allowed. Follow signs to cemetery car park.

Newish walk Ruta del Riberer, part of Soldetes. Interesting art work, font 
and ruins of fincas. MS/B

Benimeli.38.820284,-0.043302 Take CV729 to Benimeli. In centre of 
Benimeli turn off CV729 at brown sign “Pou de Baix”. Park near outdoor 
piscina.

A circumnavigation on the flanks of this mountain, excluding any summits 
or the aerials. Though no summits are involved there are some spectacular 
views.

S/B

Vall d'Ebo. 38.80654,-0.157267 From the CV 715 -Orba to Pego road - SE 
of Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As you approach Vall d'Ebo go over 
the bridge, straight on and park at the edge of the village. (Also car park 
behind Bar L'Entra.) 

A varied walk with views around the Val D’Ebo. The walk takes in a series 
of gentle climbs on roads, tracks and paths with a couple of minor but easy 
clambers over some rocks on a marked Y/W path. The return is on a 
Mozarabic path which has been disrupted by wild boars so is rough 
underfoot in places (mountain terrain). The walk is taken at a gentle pace.

M/B

Murla. 38.767391,-0.077747 Polideportiu. Approaching Murla from East on 
the CV719, turn right on outskirts of village (signed). Large sports centre on 
LHS after about 1 km. 
From the car park we ascend past the ermita and then steeply on rough 
tracks towards the summit of Penya Roig. Once we gain the ridge an 
exposed traverse takes us to a short (3m) exposed down scramble to a 
possible dark cave exploration (makes our day longer than 5 hours) before 
following the ridge line towards the west. Just above Benimaurell we 
descend and start our return on good tracks along the flanks of the ridge. 
The scramble can’t be avoided and provides the main entertainment for the 
day. A classic mountaineering day. 

S/B/Scr

Benimaurell 38.773696 -0.127234 On entering village take first right (Blue 
P sign) and follow road around edge of village in the direction of Alahuar 
Hotel. Large car park (The only one in the village)  on right opposite Bar / 
Restaurante Jalisco
A bit of everything, splendid mozarabic path at the beginning, "off piste" 
too, along and down from the ridge and a stroll back. And the views.......... VS/C

Note different start time. Meet at Bar Frau car park on the edge of Benissa 
on the N332.
A circular walk from Bennissa to the restored mill, then back to town. The 
last 20 minutes is all up but will be taken at a gentle pace.M/A

Beniali. 38.821972,-0.220006 Follow the CV700 from Pego, through 
Adsubia and reach the car park (with bins) at the outskirts of the village.

A complex walk with some difficult but short passages along the flanks on
both sides of the Gallinera valley.

http://tinyurl.com/zutxfd6S/B/Scr 
avoidable
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Date Route / Leaders/ Phone Meeting Point / Route Description /Link to Walksinspain (where 

available) 

Stats/Grade/ 

Start time

Wed Penyas Severino & Ovenga 
(Experienced Walks Only) 

11½ km

19 Dec Jon Lyons 6¼ hrs
96 283 9953 780 m
686 148 704
Dogs on lead at all times http://tinyurl.com/kjz2569

Sat Benissa Easy Circular Walk 9 km
22 Dec Alastair and Marina 3 hrs

170 m
 609 936 984 
Dogs Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.

14½ kmSat
22 
Dec        6¼ hrs

650 m

No Dogs
Wed Fontilles cemetery circuit 7 km
26 Dec Marc Jennes 3 hrs

693 814 903 300 m

No dogs https://tinyurl.com/y8blj4fp
Wed Ѧ Ferrer Ridge (Experienced 

Walkers Only) Ѧ 
11 km

26 Dec Jon Lyons 4½ hrs
96 283 9953 730 m
686 148 704
No dogs http://tinyurl.com/zdjyazx

Sat Tossal Grau (Alberts Peak) 
returning over Solana del 
Garrofer and the Rio Ebo  
(NEW WALK) 

16 km

29 Dec David Harbach 6 hrs
96 597 7139 610 m
608 304 342

Dogs on a lead at all times Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.
Mon NewYear’s Day Special

Lleus Circuit
11 km

1 Jan Colin Bagnall 3 hrs

868 027 022 390 m
 608 000 697 
Dogs on a lead at all times 11:00 Volunteer needed to write up

Wed Ѧ  Caballo Verde ridge circuit  
- shortened version Ѧ

7 km

2 Jan Marc Jennes 3 hrs
693 814 903 400 m

No dogs https://tinyurl.com/y9qpxtkq

Jalon.38.672201,-0.046091 On road between Pinos and Xalo/Jalon at km 
11.6 take spur to south. Park near Bernia Inn.

Two forgotten peaks of Bernia.
S/C/Scr/X

Meet at the car park opposite the Mercadona supermarket on the Main 
St, Benissa 

E/A

Benimaurell 38.773696 -0.127234 On entering village take first right (Blue P sign) 
and follow road around edge of village in the direction of Alahuar Hotel. Large car 
park (The only one on the village)  on right opposite Bar / Restaurante Jalisco 
Mixture of animal tracks (narrow in places), some scrambling and ridge walk before 
descending back to Benimaurell S/B

From Orba following the town ring road follow signs to the CV718 towards 
Campell, Fleix and Benimaurell.  Follow this road until just after the junction 
to Fleix.  The cemetery is on the L just past the junction.

A delightful pre-lunch walk through easy paths, lanes and roads on the 
slopes of the Caballo Verde looking across the valley and out to sea.M/A

Alcalali. 38.752008,-0.04142 The car park near the cross roads in Alcalali 
of the CV750 and the CV720. Car share to start of walk. 

New approach to this mighty ridge. Ridge is exposed and narrow in parts. 
S/C/X/Scr

Vall d'Ebo. 38.80654,-0.157267 From the CV 715 -Orba to Pego road - SE 
of  Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As you approach Vall d'Ebo go over 
the bridge, straight on and park at the edge of the village. (Also car park 
behind Bar L'Entra.) #

An interesting walk that starts with a lovely mozarabic ascent out of the 
valley. Splendid views from the summit of Tossal Grau and the Solana del 
Garrofer ridge.

S/B

Lleus. 38.679402, 0.013518. Note different start time. From Benissa along 
the N332 towards Calpe, turn right after the bridge with sign posted Casa 
de Maco restaurante, then follow signs to Lleus and La Brisa. At La Brisa 
take a sharp RH bend to Lleus Plaza. If coming from the Altea direction it is 
illegal to turn left at the bridge, therefore you will need to travel towards 
Bennisa and turn round when it is legal and return to the bridge.

 A moderate 3 hour walk at a social pace.  Please bring food and drink for 
a party picnic afterwards.  All welcome.M

Benimaurell 38.773696 -0.127234 On entering village take first right (Blue 
P sign) and follow road around edge of village in the direction of Alahuar 
Hotel. Large car park (The only one in the village)  on right opposite Bar / 
Restaurante Jalisco
A very pleasant walk up to and along part of the ridge. Some stunning 
sceneryM/B
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Date Route / Leaders/ Phone Meeting Point / Route Description /Link to Walksinspain (where 

available) 

Stats/Grade/ 

Start time

Wed Barranco Xarquet 10 km

2 Jan Jon Lyons 5 hrs
96 283 9953 410 m
686 148 704

Dogs on lead at all times http://tinyurl.com/mwsmdtt
Wed Serella castle and Aixorta 

flanks from Castell de 
Castells

15 km

2 Jan Jo Fletcher 5 hrs
780 m

634 349 985

Dogs on lead at all times http://tinyurl.com/ludtcfn
Sat Alt del Ample Circuit 9 km
5 Jan Alastair and Marina 4 hrs

380 m
 609 936 984 

No dogs https://tinyurl.com/y7ezbh8s
Sat Ѧ  Malla de Llop  - shortened. 

Ѧ 
10 km

5 Jan Peter Greene 4½ hrs
96 574 3454 650 m
620 319 797

No dogs Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.
Sat The Bull Run (Experienced 

Walkers Only) 
18 km

5 Jan Gordon Gleeson 5 hrs
#N/A 1,070 m
635 281 284 

No dogs http://tinyurl.com/lx9l6bb

Bolulla. 38.6941,-0.12804 Bolulla Castle. At km 45.7 on CV715 Callosa-
Parcent road turn up track at sign O1H URBANA for 4km and park at end of 
tarmac.
The lack of height gain and distance should not lead you to underestimate 
the challenge of this day which involves a demanding scramble up the 
barranco (great fun!) leading to fruit terraces and an easier return back 
through a valley with coastal views.

MS/C/Scr

Castell de Castells. 38.723848, -0.194751   Take the CV720 through 
Pedreguer and Parcent to reach the village of Castells. On entering the 
village the car park is on the L at a T-jnc. Turn into calle Jose Antonion and 
drop down a ramp into the car park.
A good stretch almost entirely on good tracks and paths to the castle 
(optional scramble) and on to the flanks of Aixorta with panoramic views 
out towards the coast.

S/B

From the N332 at approx Km. 176 take the CV750 towards Jalon, pass the 
Restaurant La Val, (Venta la Roja on map), on RHS & keep sharp lookout 
An excellent walk up the dramatic gorge of the Barranco del Cau, or even 
the less dramatic route up the Barranco Carretes on through the almond 
orchards of the high plain of Casas del Cau and Planises. Then back along 
the heights of Alt de lâ€™ Ample with superb all round views particularly 
spectacular down into the Barranco del Cau. A well-engineered mule path 
eases the descent to your cars.

70% on paths, 30% on tracks or surfaced roads. Some of the paths up the 
Barranco del Cau are rough with long drops down into the barranco and 
need particular care. It is safer and less vertiginous to go up the barranco, 
as described, than down. Best avoided until rocks and paths have dried up 
after rain. Sufferers of serious vertigo would be more comfortable taking 
the Barranco de Carretes.

M/A/Scr

Famorca. Meet at Famorca Village first road in village past Castell de 
Castells 

A chance to enjoy this magnificent mountain on mostly good tracks with 
one short scramble and to view a well preserved nevera before returning to 
Famorca. A shorter route missing out the canal.  Taken at gentle pace with 
time to take in the views. 

S/B

Fleix. 38.778276 -0.110013.Park opposite the school in the new car park in 
Fleix on the  CV718.

From Fleix down thro' tunnel to Isbert's Dam. Climb steep 'shelf' to left of 
road and continue upwards for an hour. Swing round to Mozarabic Path 
leading eventually to Benimaurell, but leaving this path to descend the 
'corkscrew' (If conditions allow). Then rejoin the path & onwards to 
Benimaurell. From there it is back to Fleix by way of the old road.  Done at 
a good pace with a brief lunch stop.

VS/C/Scr/X
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Date Route / Leaders/ Phone Meeting Point / Route Description /Link to Walksinspain (where 

available) 

Stats/Grade/ 

Start time

Wed Forada Ridge Circuit 10 km

9 Jan Martin Dunkley 4 hrs
390 m

635 113 988 or 
+447966466175

No dogs https://tinyurl.com/y75hrb6u 
Wed Lliber Circuit, including the 

Hidden Valley and Font 
D'Aixa

14 km

9 Jan Rob & Pauline Chalmers 5 hrs
96 502 0712 450 m
645 082 381

No dogs http://tinyurl.com/m2q8xto
Wed Ѧ Caballo Verde Circuit Ѧ 11 km

9 Jan Jon Lyons 5 hrs
96 283 9953 640 m
686 148 704
Dogs on lead at all times http://tinyurl.com/jm8qf5g

Wed Ѧ  La Safor circuit from 
Beniali Ѧ 

20 km

9 Jan Mary Gough 7 hrs
96 583 5333 900 m
655 676 118

No dogs https://tinyurl.com/y8r4b2vk
Sat Low Olta circuit from Lleus 12 km
12 Jan Annette and Tony Shaw 4 hrs

+44 7974 949 440 320 m

Dogs on a lead at all times Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.
Sat Font d’Olbis circuit 14 km
12 Jan Peter Greene 5 hrs

96 574 3454 675 m
620 319 797

No dogs https://tinyurl.com/l6yqapm
Sat Barranco de la Canal 

extended and clockwise
15 km

12 Jan Rob & Pauline Chalmers 6 hrs
96 502 0712 630 m
645 082 381
No dogs https://tinyurl.com/y9mgcb5s

Sat 5000 Steps 13 km
12 Jan Geoff Ellis 5½ hrs

96 642 6488 1,030 m
696 032 882

Dogs on lead at all times http://tinyurl.com/hgk62e4

Benissiva. 38.819540,-0.225273. Park behind Co-op in Benissiva (on right 
just as you enter the village) CV700 km 53.5 Pego to Planes road.

A circuit of Forada ridge from Benissiva on good tracks with an optional 
walk up to see the Forat (extra 70mtrs) or an extended banana break for 
those wanting to recover. Fantastic views down the Gallinera valley. There 
will be an optional lunch at Ta Casa restaurant, details of menu and cost 
will appear two weeks before walk in Stop Press.

M/B

Lliber.38.743335, 0.003090 Approach Lliber from Jalon and turn left by the 
bridge just before the traffic lights at the start of Lliber village. Park down 
on the road adjacent to the riverbed.

Good paths with great views, a short steep ascent up from Font d'Aixa up 
through the 'Squeeze' before lunch then downhill all the way back to Lliber. MS/C

Benichembla.  38.753949,-0.111884.  Bar Bon Aire, Benichembla on CV720 
between Parcent and Castell de Castells

A stiff climb up to the ridge then down to Ermita, and along river. 
Scramble now made easier with ropes and stemples. S/C/Scr

Beniali 38.821972, -0.220006  Follow the CV700 from Pego up the Gallinera 
valley and park in the car park on the LHS on the outskirts of the village as 
you enter.
A tough day's outing over one mountain range to reach a second that is 
rough and unforgiving. However the top has volcano like characteristics 
and views N and W that are unparalleled.

VS/C

Lleus Plaza.38.679402, 0.013518. From Benissa along the N332 towards 
Calpe, turn right after the bridge with sign posted Casa de Maco 
restaurante, then follow signs to Lleus and La Brisa. At La Brisa take a 
sharp RH bend to Lleus Plaza. If coming from the Altea direction it is illegal 
to turn left at the bridge, therefore you will need to travel towards Bennisa 
and turn round when it is legal and return to the bridge.

Easy walk round Olta track defined path up from  Lleus excellent views
MB

Tarbena 38.695027, - 0.103789 From CV715 Tarbena / Parcent road turn 
into car park near childrens' play area in Tarbena

A delightful walk with constantly changing scenery along generally easy 
tracks and paths with a finish looking over Paso Tancat – a wonderful 
gorge.

S/B

Pego, 38.838379,-0.121313.Plaza del Metge Almela, above Pla de la Font, 
Paseo Cervantes Plaza.  

An interesting walk on marked tracks and paths Lovely views.
S/B

Benimaurell 38.773696 -0.127234 On entering village take first right (Blue 
P sign) and follow road around edge of village in the direction of Alahuar 
Hotel. Large car park (The only one on the village)  on right opposite Bar / 
Restaurante Jalisco

The classic mozarabic trail route with three steep descents and ascents to 
the Rio Ebo, Barranco del Infierno and Barranco de Racons. VS/B
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Date Route / Leaders/ Phone Meeting Point / Route Description /Link to Walksinspain (where 

available) 

Stats/Grade/ 

Start time

Wed Montgo West. Gully 9 km

16 Jan Peter Christofis 4½ hrs
390 m

606 707 064

Dogs on a lead at all times Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.
Wed Eye of Montgo from Las 

Rotas
15 km

16 Jan Martin Dunkley 5 hrs

500 m
635 113 988 or 
+447966466175

No dogs http://tinyurl.com/lvv3cyc
Wed Ѧ Azafor Ѧ 13 km
16 Jan Jon Lyons 5 hrs

96 283 9953 750 m
686 148 704
Dogs on lead at all times http://tinyurl.com/j4gddb3

Wed something different on 
Segaria

16 km

16 Jan Robert Booth 6 hrs
634 328 099 960 m
634 367 376
Dogs on Lead at all times Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.

Sat Val d’Ebo Circuit from Pego 17 km

19 Jan Andy Marsh 6 hrs
725 m

679 060 732 
No dogs http://tinyurl.com/kj7gzkb

Sat Col de Miserat and Travessia 
del Masset de Vall d'Ebo 

15 km

19 Jan Rob & Pauline Chalmers 5½ hrs
96 502 0712 550 m
645 082 381

Dogs on lead at all times http://tinyurl.com/mt45j4s
Sat Ѧ Bernia West Summit 

(Experienced Walkers Only) Ѧ 
9 km

19 Jan Gordon Gleeson 6 hrs
966 482 103 700 m
635 281 284 
Dogs on lead at all times http://tinyurl.com/m24u5hv

Sat Barranco Calvo, Alcala de la 
Jovada, Barranco Malafi 
circuit

21 km

19 Jan Mary Gough 6½ hrs
96 583 5333 550 m
655 676 118
Dogs on a lead at all times https://tinyurl.com/y92qg6tn

Jesus Pobre. 38.801992, 0.094628.Los Lagos. km 6 on CV735 between La 
Xara (near Denia) and Javea. Turn into Los Lagos, then immediately left 
and park.

A moderate walk with a climb up the rocky gully, then easy walking with 
views over Denia and Jesus Pobre. Rough under foot at timesM/B

Denia. 38.824363, 0.156865 . Turn off the Denia-Javea CV736 at Km1.5 
from Denia onto the CV7340 towards Las Rota (Les Rotes in Valencian). 
Continue to the end of the road.

A challenging walk with many interesting features. A coastal watch tower, 
descent to traverse above the sea, down to vast cave at sea level (optional 
side trip into cave involves scrambling - torch useful.) Then steeply up 
(scrambly in places, one section of chain) then flat stroll to remains of 11 
windmills. Option here to return to cars via path or (recommended!) 
continue to Eye of Montgo - quite strenuous climb, optional easy scramble 
into cave. 

MS/B/Scr

Vilallonga. L'Isdret (signposted) fork beyond Vilallonga. From N332 north of 
Oliva take road to La Font, Beniarda, Vilallonga. At second roundabout turn 
right, left at the next (water statue) over the next past school to Reprimala 
and beyond.
The original route up to Nevera and summit to Font Oblits for lunch. Return 
past waterfall.S/C

Benimeli. 38.822265,-0.040738 C/Ecce Homo, Benimeli, this is the street 
nearest Negrals, one of the few leading into the village from the CV729 
Sagra-El Verger. 
A tough walk mainly on good tracks, a different approach to Segaria

VS/Scr/X

Pego, 38.838379,-0.121313.Plaza del Metge Almela, above Pla de la Font, 
Paseo Cervantes Plaza.  

An interesting circuit all on well marked paths and tracks with a small 
amount on quiet roads. Lovely viewsS/B

Vall d'Ebo. 38.80654,-0.157267 From the CV 715 -Orba to Pego road - SE 
of Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As you approach Vall d'Ebo go over 
the bridge, straight on and park at the edge of the village. (Also car park 
behind Bar L'Entra.) 
An interesting walk on marked paths, tracks and a little on quiet country 
roads. Spectacular descent back into Vall d'Ebo on Mozarabic path S/B

Jalon.38.672201,-0.046091 On road between Pinos and Xalo/Jalon at km 
11.6 take spur to south. Park near Bernia Inn.

Bernia ridge traverse to west summit. A fine classic route with impressive 
situations and fine views.     S/C/X/Scr

Castell De Castells 38.769781, -0.194966 CV720 Benichembla to Castells 
road at Km6 , turn R at Villa Mercedes and continue for 4kms and park on 
layby at RHS of road

A varied walk in this popular area , an interesting barranco, forest paths 
and tracks , historic landmarks and spectacular views. VS/ B/Scr
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Date Route / Leaders/ Phone Meeting Point / Route Description /Link to Walksinspain (where 

available) 

Stats/Grade/ 

Start time

Wed Lliber to Senja via the hidden 
valley

13 km

23 Jan Barry Carter 4½ hrs
+44 7977 019 170 375 m

No dogs Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.
Wed Ѧ Forada ridge - extended 

from Alcada de la Jovada Ѧ 
13 km

23 Jan David Harbach 4½  hrs
96 597 7139 610 m
608 304 342
Dogs on lead at all times Volunteer needed to write up. See Note 1 for info.

Wed Ѧ Pla de la Casa & Malla de 
Llop Ѧ 

16 ½ km

23 Jan Jon Lyons 6 ½ hrs
96 283 9953 1,000 m
686 148 704
Dogs on lead at all times http://tinyurl.com/n6286b7

Sat A Shorter version of Sender 
Del Seguili

9 km

26 Jan Jo Fletcher 3  hrs

330 m
634 349 985

Dogs on lead at all times https://tinyurl.com/yd96hgsm
Sat Barranco Infierno and Cova 

Santa
16 km

26 Jan Ann Price
Angie Elliott

6  hrs

  685 m
Ann  646 716 303
Angie 646 930 990
No dogs http://tinyurl.com/mgb8gx6

Sat Bodoix via Castell D'Ambra -  
Extended

13½ km

26 Jan Andy Marsh 5½  hrs
680 m

679 060 732 

No dogs https://tinyurl.com/yb3afonp
Wed Val de Laguart  – Los Tres 

Pueblos
8 km

30 Jan John Price 2½ hrs

260 m
669 552 978
No dogs 11:00 http://tinyurl.com/mtvrv3g 

Lliber Square next to Church

A circular walk on good track/paths from Lliber to Senja via the hidden 
valley then back to Lliber.MS/B

Alcala  de la Jovada. 38.79408, -0.25385  From the Orba to Pego road near 
Pego take the CV712 signed to Vall d’Ebo. Continue past Vall d’Ebo to 
Alcala de la Jovada and park on the furthest edge of village near the public 
A pleasant walk with splendid views of the Gallinera valley

S/B

S/B

Famorca 38.731444, -0.245923.  Bar La Font Famorca

Two great peaks of the Serrella ridge. 
VS/C/Scr

Benidoleig. 38.792867, -0.028077  Enter Benidoleig using the CV 731 or 
CV733. At the roundabout in Benidoleig park close to the Bar Ballestra.  
There is parking around the bus stop and the area by the recycle bins.  
There is additional parking behind the newly built houses.

This is a short version of the recently created walk PR-CV445 around the 
hills above the village of Benidoleig. The walk has wonderful views down 
into the Orba valley and out to the coast. Along the route there are 
information boards identifying flora and fauna and historical landmarks. A 
couple of steep sections of path but the going is good and the walk will be 
taken at an easy pace allowing you to admire your surroundings. We will 
have a banana stop but will be back in the village by lunch time so no need 
for sandwiches. Lunch is available in the bars in the village for those 
wishing to stop. 

M/B

A very pleasant walk and an excellent appetiser for lunch taken on the 
walk. Some stunning scenery.M/B

Fleix. 38.778276,-0.110013 Park opposite the school in the new car park in 
Fleix at km 5.9 on the  CV721.

Descent into Barranco del Infierno, walk in to Cova Santa. Out of Barranco 
to join route back under the Caballo Verde ridge. Back down to Fleix. Some 
scrambling, some rough tracks, some loose scree. But worth the effort.

S/C/Scr

Pego, 38.838379,-0.121313.Plaza del Metge Almela, above Pla de la Font, 
Paseo Cervantes Plaza.  

Small amount on roads but mainly on good marked tracks and paths albeit 
a short stretch of path is a little rocky underfoot. Lovely views, particularly 
from the castle 

Benimaurell 38.773696 -0.127234 Note different start time. On entering 
village take first right (Blue P sign) and follow road around edge of village 
in the direction of Alahuar Hotel. Large car park (The only one in the 
village)  on right opposite Bar / Restaurante Jalisco
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Date Route / Leaders/ Phone Meeting Point / Route Description /Link to Walksinspain (where 

available) 

Stats/Grade/ 

Start time

Wed Around and about Riu Ebo 15 km

30 Jan Mary Gough 5¼ hrs

96 583 5333 480 m
655 676 118

Dogs on a lead at all times http://tinyurl.com/ke9mmea
Wed Extended Bernia circuit Anti-

clockwise from Restaurante 
Sierra Bernia

13 km

30 Jan Peter Greene 5 hrs

96 574 3454 620 m
620 319 797

No dogs https://tinyurl.com/ya5gtjh7

Note 1 

Costa Blanca Mountain Walkers Secretariat
Chair Carol Harbach
Fob Secretary Tony Clarke
Press Liaison Pauline and Robert Chalmers
Programme Secretaries Ralph & Katy Phipps
Social Secretaries Martin and Veronica Dunkley
Webmaster Jo Fletcher

Vall d'Ebo. 38.80654,-0.157267 From the CV 715 -Orba to Pego road - SE 
of  Pego take the CV712 to Vall d'Ebo. As you approach Vall d'Ebo go over 
the bridge, straight on and park at the edge of the village. (Also car park 
behind Bar L'Entra.) #
Set off on an old Eric Wright route then continue on to a mixture of 
interesting barranco and valley paths with some excellent rock features 
then return down an old Y/W to the village. Includes a very steep ascent 
out of riverbed ( not scrambling but tough ) !!

MS/C/X

For all services

112

From Jalon, take the CV749 and at a T-jnc after km 11 
where the road turns L continue ahead to pass a large 
building (Restaurante Sierra Bernia) on your LHS and park on rough ground 
just after this on the LHS. From Benissa follow the CV749 until after km 12 
reach a T-jnc and turn L, pass the Restaurante Sierra Bernia and park on 
the LHS.
A circular route of the Bernia in an anti-clockwise direction. The walk is on 
tracks and good paths and visits a fort and several fonts. It takes in 
fantastic views in all directions as you circumnavigate the Bernia.

S/B

For notes on the format to use please make sure you look at the guidelines on WalksinSpain, found here
https://tinyurl.com/ya3lnwmo

Emergency Number
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